
E-MYTH SAMPLE BUSINESS PLAN

The aim of this article is to outline the ways in which the E-Myth has helped in An example would be automating the
creation of a task to be put onto the.

The work of asking all the right questions about WHY this business, opposed to that business? If they're not, it
doesn't. They work in rather than on their business. You must plan on the best way to finance your small
business. The business that they started, so they could have more freedom, enslaves them. Terror, 3. The
entrepreneur builds a house and the instant it's done begins planning the next one. How do they feel about
doing business with you? Apprentices work well in many companies as they come into your business with no
preconceived ideas of how things should be done and you can mould them into what you want them to be.
Their secret, as the manager is quoted as saying above, is that they sold their employees on the idea behind
their tasks. Mutually Assured Destruction? The technician suffering from an Entrepreneurial Seizure takes the
work he loves to do and turns it into a job. Quantification : numbers related to the impact an innovation makes.
How everything is done is really important and how it serves its customers is paramount. Do what you do the
same way, over and over again so that customers get a repeat experience and feel valued. To employees,
customers, franchisees, investors, and buyers alike, your business is your product. You will be forced to build
a business that works. Exhiliration, 2. They are brilliant at what they do i. Every day at IBM was a day
devoted to business development, not doing business. Your systems strategy There are three kinds of systems
â€” hard, soft and information systems: Hard systems include offices, white boards, PCs, telephones and mail.
Doing this can allow your team to power through yet take care every task they have on their to do list, no
matter how much they would otherwise hate it. The entrepreneurs can often see people as a problem as they
get in the way! To approach any part of your business as separate is madness. The Manager craves order,
compulsively clings to the status quo. So he works steadily and is happiest when he is in control of the
workflow. He's happiest when left free to construct images of "what if" and "if when". With systems you can
reliably recreate your successes and improve the way your business works. You expect all your staff to work
to the best of their ability. Monitor and measure your activities and use this insight to take your business
forward. Innovation, Quantification, Orchestration are the backbone of a business - the Business Development
Process. If you haven't orchestrated it, you don't own it.


